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以 P2P 网络借贷平台给借款人的信用评价——信用分数为解释变量，模型 2 则





的预测能力高于模型 1 且两个模型存在显著差异，这说明 P2P 借贷平台的信用
评价机制无法充分识别借款人的信用风险。其次，建立模型 3来验证我国的 P2P
































P2P lending is a new type of financial trading platform, which linked the
borrower and the lender directly based on micro-finance. Compared to financial
intermediaries, classical P2P lending platform is more like an information
intermediary.P2P lending in China is facing some risks, credit risk is particularly
prominent in these risks. P2P lending platform in China generally have their own
credit evaluation system, which assess the borrower’s credit condition according to
the borrower’s information in order to help investors to make decision. This thesis
investigate whether credit evaluation system of P2P lending platform is enough
effective and whether P2P lending investors have the ability to identify the default
risk of borrower through building models.
The main academic contribution lies in the deep exploration of the related
variables which affect credit risk of borrower in P2P lending, and lies in analyzing
risk identification ability of P2P lending investors in China. Although there are many
studies of P2P lending in China, the investigation of risk identification ability of
investors is very insufficiency. The model and method proposed in this thesis
improved the research in this field.
First of all, in order to explore whether the credit evaluation system of P2P
platform fully identifies the borrower credit risk, this study constructs two models.
The dependent variable of the two models are borrower default probability. The
independent variable of model 1 is borrower credit score which is estimated by P2P
lending platform credit evaluation system. Model 2 introduces other borrower
information by adding some independent variables to model 1. If there is no
significant difference between model 1 and model 2, then we can consider that credit
evaluation system of P2P platform recognizes borrower credit risk adequately. The
analysis find that borrower credit limit, serious overdue number, housing loan status,
entertainment industry staff, and whether living in middle part city would have













4prediction ability of model 2 is higher than that of model 1, moreover there is
significant difference between model 1 and model 2. This shows that credit evaluation
system of P2P platform can not recognize borrower credit risk adequately.
Secondly, the thesis established model 3 to verify whether P2P lending investors
have the ability to identify borrower default risk. Through theoretical deduction, it is
concluded that more risky loan order need more investors. Therefore, if P2P lending
investor has sufficient ability to identify borrower default risk, then more investors are
needed to meet the order with more default risk unrecognized by credit evaluation
system of P2P platform. In model 3, the difference of predicted default probability
between model 1 and model 2 indicates the risk unrecognized by credit evaluation
system of P2P platform. And empirical analysis shows that investor can not identify
the default risk which is unrecognized by P2P platform.
Finally, according to the empirical results, corresponding suggestions for China
P2P platform about borrower credit risk problem are put forward.
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